
Naughty Monkey 
words and music by Howlin' Hobbit

arranged for C tuned ukulele by Howlin' Hobbit

Verse 1

If your monkey's acting badly, I'll tell you what I'm thinkin' 

What your monkey really needs is a damn good spankin' 

Just pull his little trousers down and toss him cross your knee 

And spank that monkey's bum most satisfactorily 

Chorus 1

'Cause he's a naughty monkey he's a naughty monkey,

The most recalcitrant by far 



And all his mugshots are up in the police stations,

From Alberta to the shores of Zanzibar 

Bridge 1

He gives old Uncle Bert a shiner.

He starts food fights while in your favorite diner 

He will steal a plane and fly to Asia Minor

'Cause he's such a   naughty monkey 

Verse 2
If your monkey comes to dinner, he'll break your favorite pie plate 
Monkey keeps library books, well beyond their due date 
Each time that monkey goes to town, he's hauled home by the cops 
When monk makes you a drink you can expect knockout drops



Chorus 2
'Cause he's a naughty monkey he's a naughty monkey,
He's such a saucy simian 
And all his antics are known in the best of circles,
From the Zulu to the Argentinians 

Bridge 2
He'll peek down cousin Cora's sweater 
His bathroom habits aren't getting better 
If he runs away he won't leave you a letter 
'Cause he's such a naughty monkey 

(instrumental break) 

(repeat verse 1 – spoken) 

Chorus 3
'Cause he's a naughty monkey he's a naughty monkey,
He just keeps getting more risqué 
And all his crimes have been shown on the top ten wanted,
from Alhambra to farthest Zimbabwe



Playing Tips & Notes 

General Notes:
This is the 12th in an ongoing series of songsheets, all except 
“Teddy Bears Picnic” being original tunes. I wrote this one back in 
2006.

You can check out how the arrangement sounds on several recordings 
but the easiest way is to simply go watch my friend salamandir and I 
perform it in this video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z_-XYbB0rc

The only “tricky bits” of this arrangement–other than learning all 
the words!–are:

#1
Hitting that Bb6 chord in the bridges accurately. The best advice I 
have on how to master that is same same as how to get to Carnegie 
Hall... practice, baby, practice!

(I don't usually recommend specific fingerings for chords, but in 
this case using your index and middle fingers for the notes on the 
3rd fret and your ring and pinkie for the 5th fret ones not only works 
well, but also allows you to easily get into the A7 chord that 
follows the third iteration of it.)

#2
The little run-up to Dm for the signature lick. It is simply done on 
the C string, starting with it open and walking up by half-steps. 
It's best to grab the whole Dm chord when hitting the third note of 
the walkup

This arrangement is released under the Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 
license. See this page for details: 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/ 

Enjoy!
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